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Implementation of Microwave Active Nulling 

Hoton How and Cannine Vittoria 
ElectroMagnetic Applications, Inc. 

300 Commercial St., Suite 805, Boston, MA 02109 
phone: (617)720-3968, fex: (617)720-3968 

email: HHOW@YAHOO.COM, VITTORIA@NEU.EDU 

Key Wor<b: Active Nulling, Microwave Reflector, Plmse Shifter 

BACKGROUND 

Microwave and millin»ter-wave (MMW) devices and ^sterns are becoming increasing^ important 
today for both defeiae and commercial applications. For example, in the collision avoidance 
industries, low-profile antennas are needed providing electronically steerable rMiations to detect and 
identify obstacles and intrusions in front of a moving vehicle. Upon navigation the receiver antennas 
need to follow and trace the motion of GPS (Global Positioning Systems) satellites so as to 
continuomly monitor and update their posMons. Abo, there is a need to create relation nulls along 
certain spatial directions for mi antenna transmitter/receiver to warrant secure and covert 
communications. In^edance control over boimdaiy layers is required so that interrogation of the 
^ntl»si2^ surfece in^^laiM^ becon»s IM> taom trivial. Other applications can be found in target 
^archin^tracking radaiB, ^tellite communication systems, and TV program broadcasting antennas 
installed with a civilwn jet carrier. 

In a phased array system it is possible to include frequency-agile materials (var^tors, ferroelectrics, 
and ferrftes) to tune and aijust the phase and ampliti^e of each individual elenwnt a) as to conqjose 
and tailor the overall relation into a desirable pattern. However, beam forming in this manner is 
expensive; depending on the speed, frequency, and angle of steering, each plwse-shifting element can 
cost as much as $1,000, and in a ^stem containing 10,000 elements, the cost of the antenna array 
^stem can he formidable. Power dissipation is another consideration, since amplifiers are used 
following each of the phase shifting processes to compensate signal propagation loss, or insertion 
loss. To avoid overheating, ^ter cooling is, therefore, often required in a large phawd array ^stem. 

A radiation team can also te steered via mechanical means, as commonly observed for a traffic radar 
installed at the airports. However, Peering in thk maniMr is slow, suffering from potential mechanical 
breakdowns. To incorporrte free rotation, the antenna take up considerable space and the shape of 
the airtenna is not conformal. As such, it m unlikely to apply a mechanically rotating radar in a body 
moving at h%h speed. 

A reflect-array antenna ofwrates in the same manner as an optical grating device: The reflected beam 
fe constructed coherently fi-om each of the array elements ^cording to its reflection phase and electric 
path [Berry, D.G., et al, IEEE Transaction Antennas and Propagation, vol.11, pp.645-651,1963]. 
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Therefore, by justing the phase and/or electric path of the reflecting elements the overall beam 
construction can te controlled and manipulated, not only in its reflection direction, but also in its 
geometric shape, for example, team width, side-Iote locations, and nulling directions. 

The in^edance of an active reflector surfece can be tuned so that upon interrogation it can vaiy at 
arbitrary values. The surfece impedance is subject to electronic tuning in two dimemion, allowing 
both of its real part and imaginaiy part to change, simultaneously and independently. In other words 
it needs to tune over two real parameters to con^letely control the sur^e in^pedance, which nmy 
be taken as fhe permittivity and the pemwability of the suri^e layer of the reflector, for exanqjle. As 
such, ferroelectric and ferrite materials are included with the reflector surfce, and electric voltage 
and magnetic field are applied to change the permittivity and the pemteability of the surfece layer, 
thereby chmging the surfece impedance of the reflector electronically in two dimension. 

For the research program sjwcific active reflectors are proposed, capable of electronicalty configuring 
its local areas for desired electronic properties thereby providing beam-steering/team-forming/beam- 
nulling fimctions aM control over the surfece in^>edance in two dimension. No anq>lifier is required 
and hence the problem of power di^ipation is minimized. Tlie reflector has a low profile containing 
no parts for mechanical rotation. The response time is fest and its febrication m inexpensive. 

SUMMARY OF WORK 

We have successfiiHy acconqjHshed tl» research goals set up in the proposal of the program relating 
to in^lementation of microwave active nulling. In order to actively manipulate a radiation beam m 
as to create microwave nulling a reflector surfece is deployed upon which the reflection an^Htude 
and phase of the incident wave can be coirtroHed via electronic means. To do this both the local 
inqjedance and pha» at varioiw qjots of the reflector surfece are subject to electronic tuning by 
in^sing a bias voltage and/or a bias current, for exan^le. Thfa allows the local permittivity and 
permeability of the reflector sur^e to vaiy, respective^. Frequency agile materials such as 
ferroelectric and ferrites are thus needed, and only if both of the ferroelectric and ferrite materials are 
utilized can the local permittivity and permeability of the reflector surfece be simultaneously and 
mdependently adjiKted. 

In performing electronic-tuning fimctions resonant structures are utili^d to enhance sensitivities in 
operation. Resonance can be extrimic or intrinsic in nature, such m dimensional resonance or 
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), respectively. Therefore, the bias voltage and the bias current are 
distinguished in two parts. Permanent bk^s are referred to tho^ bias fields providing constant global 
Imckground values to bring alx)ut the nece^ary resonant conditions, thereby :^ilitating the tuning 
operation. Superinqxjsed with the background bi^s local variable fields are thereofimposed capable 

magnetic field over a wide area with uniformity. Hehnholtz coils are then used to induce local variable 
changes in the overall magnetic bias field. An electric background him can be realized vk the me of 
a comtant voltage supply, and local fields are then added to the b^kground field using variable 
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voltage sources to fine tune the overall electric bias field. 

In order not to interfere with the RF properties of the reflector circuit DC bias electrodes are included 
with the resonance structure in a manner invisible to microwave propagation. That is, the bias 
electrode are made of tMn conductor layers whose thickne:^ conq>ares negligibly small to the skin 
depth in the conductor. As such, high DC voltage up to 1000 V has l»en successfiilly expressed onto 
the reflector surfece inducing sufficient change in permittivity. Furthermore, no a>ldering is required 
by the DC bias circuit and the bks electrodes are pressed againM the resonator container walls hi a 
straightforward manner. The employed hms electrode was cut Ifrom a commercial resMve sheet 
containing a gold l^er of thickness 900 A deposited on top of a mylar layer. 

Universal instrumentation has been febricated allowing both the jwrmittivity and the permeability 
nwasurements to he performed using the same equipment. Measurement instrumentation includes a 
coax-cableresonatorwho»lx)un<kry layer consistsoffi«quency-agile materials, suchas ferroelectric 
and ferrites. Electrodes and coils, which are required to generate the bias electric field and the bks 
magnetic field, respectively, are included with the measurement instrunwntation, thereby causing the 
electronic properties of the boundary layer to change. Permanent nmgnet is abo included so as to 
supply a nmgnetic bias tockground. The reason that a coax-cable reronator was chosen as the 
research candidate is that a coax cable supports TEM mode propagation of electromagnetic waves. 
This simulate the real situation, since a microwave reflector is normally used to receive the radiation 
waves in the fer-field regime. 

Two kin<b of ferroelectric materiab were iwed in measuring the permittivity changes induced in the 
boundary layer of the fabricated coax-cable resonator. They were both BST samples (Ba^Sri.^TiOj: 
X=0.5) obtained from Army Research Laboratory, AdelpM, MD, and fromNZ Technolo^, Wobum, 
MA. While the Am^ san^le is bulk BST of thickness 0.017", NZ sanple m single crystal BST of 
thickness 0.4 \km grown on crystal LaAlO, substrate whose thickness fe 0.02" and dielectric constant 
10. Magnetic permrability measurements were performed with respect to garnet samples, G475 and 
GlOlO, which were purchased from Trans Tech, Adamstown, MD. The reflection data from the 
cavity resonator were analyzed rigorously. That is, inMead of imposing the first order perturbation 
theory a^uming the thickness of the included fi-equency agile material at the boimdaiy layer is small, 
we have applied the transmission-line theory to explicitly calculate the effective thicknesses of the 
toundaiy layer. We note that the perturtetion theory feils if a dielectric/magnetic san^le is ptoced 
near an/a electric/magnetic wall, and explicit calculations weast te applied to consider high-order 
effects. This is became, near an/a electric/magnetic wall electric/nmgnetic field vanishes, thereby 
invalidating the first-order expressions. 

Tmditionally, the measured reflection data from a resonator are analyred with respect to a sii^le 
resonance mode, assuming that mode does not couple to the otter modes. In contrast we have 
analyred tte reflection data treating the whole spectrum of excited modes as a whole. It fa necesMry, 
tecame we found that the intrinsic resonance modes from the resonator couple to the other extrinsic 
nwdes forming standing nwdes inside the reM>nator. For example, at some frequencies standing 
modes are found in a^ociation with the boundary layer whose pre^M« shifts considerably the 
resonance modes of the resonator. By plotting the measured resonance frequencies as a fimction of 
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the modal numter of the resonator, tlw shift in resonance frequencies can thus 1» visualized. The 
intrinsic modes of the resonator can thus be analyrod using interpolation, removing effectively the 
coupling effects due to the other extrinsic staflding modes. 

The measured dielectric constant for the Army ^mples was 330, and for the NZ san^jles it was 10.8. 
The measured fractional changes in permittivity was +0.3 for the Army ^mples and -0.1 for the NZ 
Mmples upon the application of a DC bias voltage of 600V and 800V, respectively. For magnetic 
^m^les we found tlwt permeability changed significantly when FMR conditions were approached. 
Our calculations compared nicely with measurements. 

In the report a boundaiy layer were studied indirectly, who^ electronic properties were inferred via 
analyzing the measured reflection data from a re«)nator containing the layer as the boundary walL 
There is a need to directly measure the electronic properties of the bountkry layer. For example, in 
the RF interrogation process the electronic properties of the boundaiy layer are directly accessed, not 
involving a structural resonator in mediation. Also, there is need to anafyze the loss behavior of the 
boundaty layer, as well as its effects in infiuencing the reflection data from a resonator. For these 
purposes TRL calibration techniques need to te employed along with the reflection measurements, 
excluding the imwanted effects of the coupling coimectors from the scattering-parameter data, for 
ejan^le. Furthermore, the orchestral effects due to a ferroelectric layer and a ferrite layo- applied 
concurrently in a boundary layer needs to be investigated, ejqjioring the profound coupling of one 
material in interaction with the other, and vise versa. All of these important issues will be pursued 
in this continuation research program. 

IMPORTANT FINDINGS FROM THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Important findings of our performed 
research and developments are summarized 
in this section. Please refer to the following 
section for detailed data exhibition and 
outlining. Fig.l shows the configuration of 
an active reflector. In Fig.l microwave 
radiation is incident upon the reflector, 
which contains a ferrite layer (purple color) 
and a ferroelectric kyer (orange color) as 
comtituents. The permanent magnet 
provides a common magnetic bias so that 
the FMR conditions can \x readity 
approached, thereby feciltating sensitive 
magnetic tuning. Dielectric Coating kyer 
serves as a dimensional resoimtor to fiirther 
assist the tuning sensitivity. Electric bi^ k 
applied via a tlnn electrode (yellow color) 
whose thickness con^aring negHgibly small 

LOCAL PHASE/IMPEDANCE CONTROL 
OVER A BOUNDARY LAYER 

UPON TEM-WAVE REFLECTION 

RF-Ground Plane with 
Bias Electrode Pattern 

Ferroelectric 
(8 Control) 

Ferrite 
(p. Control) 

+<nj+    +dno+    +<rto+    +cr*>+    +ono+    +ono+    +<no+    +<n>+ 

Permanent Magnet (FMR) 

Yd<e (Soft Iron) 

Local Helmholtz Coil Grounded Grid Electrode 

Figure 1 Configuration of an active reflector. 
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Electric Bias 

7 mm Coax 
Waveguide ■ 

Insulation Pin, 

Standing-Mode 
Resonator -^ 

Grid Electrode 
{900A Au Film on 

Mylar Sheet) 

Duroid ■ 

Ferroelectric - 

Ground Plane- 

i! 

to the skin depth in the conductor. As such, 
microwave radiation penetrates across thk 
thin electrode vnth little attenuation, 
arriving at a patterned RF ground plane 
which also serves as the positive electrode 
for the DC bias. As such, the permittivity e 
of the ferroelectric layer can be 
electronically tuned in local areas. 
Helmholtz coHs, which wind around a 
common soft-iron yoke, are used to provide 
local tuning in the permraWlity |A of the 
ferrite layer. As a result, the local 
in^edance of the reflector surfece can te 
tuned in two dimensions, independently and 
simultaneously. 

Fig.2 shows K:;hematically the febricated 
HKasurement   apparatus   of  an   active 
reflector under electric bias. In order to   Figure 2 Measurement apparatus ofan active reflector 
simulate the fer-field radiations received by   under electric bias 
a microwave reflector deployed in true 
situations measurements are carried out in a coax cable supporting TEM-mode wave propagation. 
The apparatus includes a grid electrode upon which positive voltages can be applied bksing onto tl« 
donut-shaped ferroelectric sample indiwing permittivity changing. The terminology "grid electrode" 
is iwed in analogy to the grid electrode in an electron vacuum-tube: it allows bias voltages to be 
appliwi without necessarily blocking the flow of an electron beam. The grid electrode of Fig,2 
consists of a gold layer of thickness 900A deposited on a mylar layer. Therefore, the grid electrode 
in Fig.2 is m thin that electronmgnetic ^mves can penetrate through it without e}q)eriencing much 
attenuation. The ferroelwtricsan^le is shown j 
in red color in Fig.2, and the grid electrode is 
shown in yellow color. The RF ground plane, 
which is shown in light-green color in Fig.2, 
serves also as the negative-voltage electrode 
for the DC bi^. A pin insuktor, which is 
shown in purple color, is shown in Fig.2 ; 
enabling electric isolation for the applied DC [ 
bias voltage; otherwise the DC high voltage \ 
will conduct into the network anatyzer during * 
reflection measurements, thereby caiwing 
damage to the equipment. The pin insulation 
also forms a cavity resonator in the coax 
cable, which plays the role of the dielectric 
coating/resonator shown in Fig.l. Note tlmt Figure 3 Fabricated measurement apparatm of an 
in Fig.2 the DC bias B applied by pressing the active reflector under electric bias. The home-made 

high-voltage supply is shown with annotation. 
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electrodes against coax cable conductors, 
central conductor and outer-wall conductor, 
none of which require soldering contacts, and 
hence it is convenient to apply. A photo 
picture of the febricated measurement 
apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig.3 the 
home-made high voltage supply is able to 
provide a bi^ voltage up to 1250 V, who^ 
magnitude can be adjusted by turning two 
knobs in Fig.3 for coarse control (left) and for 
fine control (right), respectively. 

8,Jl 

UJ 

,»_ 

E,„ = Ae-»o^ 

 ^ 

E, = Are* 

z = {n/e; 

cospt - jzsinpt 
cospi + jzsinpt 

.ft 

exp{-2jpotef( 

Perturbation Theory p « 1): 

te„ = tji. if material backed up by an electric wall 

(tg,, = te, if material backed up by a magnetic wall 

Instead of ming the first-order perturbation 
theory we have developed the rigorous 
analytical expression for the effective 
thickness of a Mmple layer placed inside a 
microwave cavity resonator. That is, when 
the sample layer is placed in the cavity 
resonator, the effective thickness of the layer Figure 4 Rigorous theory solving the effective thick- 
changes, resuhing in shift of the resonant ness of a sample layer pkced inside a cavity resoator. 
fi-equencies of the rewjnator. Therefore, by 
measuring the shift in resonant fi-equencies of the resonator electronic properties of the san^le layer, 
such as pemnttivity and permeability, can be ascertained. The rigorous formulation was developed 
iKing the transmission-line theory, since a coax-cable resonator supports TEM-mode wave 
propagation. In Fig.4 the sanqjle layer is assun^ to be placed neat the boundary of the rewnator 
where electric-wall toundary conditions are assumed. Similar expressions can be derived if the ^n^le 
layer m pkced etewhere inside the cavity reM)nator. The reflection coefficient fi-omthe sanqile layer 
is ^ equal to the pl^se shift resulting firom a traveling path whose length is twice the effective 
thickness of the sample layer. Under first-order perturtetion, the mean-field theoiy results, and the 
effective thickness of the ^mple is weighted respectively % its permeability or permittivity value if 
electric-wall or magnetic-wall toundaiy conditions are assumed at the other side of the ^mple layer, 
please see Fig.4. We note that for the performed measurements the electric-wan boundary conditions 
were assumed and the perturbation theory failed to provide an answer for ferroelectric san^les, since 
the first-order shift in the resonant fi"equencies of the reM>nator vanishes when a 
dielectric/ferroelectric ^mple is placed near a RF ground plane. Near a RF ground plane the 
tangential component of the electric field is 2Kro as required by the boundary conditions. A rigorous 
tha)ry fe thus needed at least when dealing with dielectric/ferroelctric san^les. We have used the 
rigorous formulation shown in Fig.4 to anaty:^ the measured reflection data from the febricated cavity 
resonator for both the ferroelectric and ferrite samples. 

Fig.5 shows the measured spectra of resonant frequencies of the resonator when the Army san^le, 
ARL, Adelphi, MD (one piece or two pieces), w^ inserted near the RF ground plane, please ^e 
Fig.2. Instead of me^uring and anatyzing a single isolated resonant mode, as adopted by atraiitional 
analysis, we have chosen to analyre the whole set of spectrum of the resonant modes to resolve 
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uncertdnties, if any, ^sociated with these 
modes. The reason for doing this is tlmt a 
single resonant mode may couple to the 
other extrinsic modes existent in the cavity 
reM)nator. For example, m will be discussed 
shortly, standing modes were found to \m 
excited within a ferrite ^n^le of a sufficient 
thickness, and the measured resonant 
frequency of the resomtor is thus not its 
intrinsic value. As such, erroneous answer 
can result if care is not taken. However, if 
the whole set of the spectrum of the 
resonant modes are analyzed instead thk 
coupling efifect due to extenml modes can 
\» removed by interpolation, thereby 
fiimishmg a better accuracy. 

N 
I 
CD 
>. o c 
<D 

cr 
e 

20 

15 - 

10 

BST (ARL)                  t -^^- 2t 
. Thickness, t, = 17 mil   ^ 
■ Cavity Depth = 4.39" ^ 

-       V 

^     /           Bulk BST Sample 
_/                 e = 285 by quote 

5 10 15 

Mcxlal Number 

20 

F^ure 5 Resonant frequencies of the cavity resonator 
containing one/two piece(s) of Army BST sample. 

20 

^4 
I 
(5 
o c 
03 
Z5 
CT 

15 - 

10 

BST (NZ Tech, Inc.)    t 
Thickness, t, = 20 mil 
Cavity Depth = 4.39" 

2t 

By interpolating the measured resonant 
frequencies the effective thickness of the 
sample layer inserted inside the resonator 
can thiK l» determined, which, in turn, 
gives rise to the permittivity and/or the permeability of the san^le layer. Fig.6 shows two straight 
lines interpolated from the measured resonant frequencies of the resonator inside which one piece and 
two pieces of the Army sample was inserted, respectively, which is bulk BST (BaxSri.^^TiOj: x=0.5) 
of a thickness 0.017". From both of the 
slopes of the two interpolated straight lines 
shown in Fig.5 the calculated permittivity of 
the Army sample was 330, which compared 
closely to its quoted value of 285. When a 
bias voltage of 600V was applied across the 
two bias electrodes, the grid electrode and 
the ground plane shown in Fig.2, the 
permittivity of the BST sample changed, 
and the fractional change in permittivity was 
determined to be -0.3; plea^ see the 
following section for detailed data 
exhibition and outlining. Analogously, the 
resonant frequencies associated with one 
piece and two pieces of the NZ Muiple are 
shown in Fig.6. The NZ Mn^le consists of 
a single crystal BST (Ba^Sr,.^Ti03: x=0.5) 
film of thickness 0.4 |J,m grown on top of a 
LaAlOj substrate whose thickness was 
0.02" and dielectric constant was 10. From   Figure 6 Resonant frequencies of the cavity resonator 

containing one/two piece(s) of NZ BST sample. 

Single-Crystal BST (0.4 pm) 
on Crystal LaAIOj (0.02". 8=10) 

5 10 15 

Modal Number 
20 
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Helmholtz 
Coil 
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Sample 

Adjustable 
Permanent 
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Bias 
Circuit 

the two interpolated straight lines in Fig.6 
the permittivity of the NZ sample was 
determined to be 10.8, which compared 
nicely with its quoted value of 10.6, When 
a bias voltage of 800V vras applied, the 
shifts in resonant frequencies determined the 
fractional change in permittivity of the NZ 
sample to be 0.1; plea^ see the following 
section for detailed data exhibition and 
outlining. From Figs. 5 and 6, we see tlmt 
although the shift in resonant frequencies 
are small upon the application of a bias 
voltage, nevertheless, the developed 
formulation utilizing the transmission-line 
theory m eflFective in anafyang the measured 
reflection data from the fabricated coax- 
cable cavity resonator loaJed with the Army 
and the NZ BST samples. 

Figure 7 Schematic of the febricated measurement 
Fig.7 depicts the fabricated me^urement   apparatm under magnetic bi^. 
apparatus of an active reflector under 
magnetic bi^. The apparatus includes a permanent magnet which was able to provide a constant 
background magnetic field up to 3365 Oe in the ferrite sample region. Helmholtz coil was also 
included with the me^urement apparatus which was capable of generating a variable bias magnetic 
field up to ±230Oe in the magnetic san5>le region, Le., the maximum bias current in the Helmholtz 
coil was 4A. The apparatus shown in Fig.7 can abo be used to supply an electric bias, although only 
magnetic biases were exercised for the performed n«asurenMnts. An insulation pin was inserted with 
the central conductor of the coax cable so as to electrically insulate the applied electric bias voltage. 
A cavity resonator was formed with the coax cable transmission line, whose role is in aiwlogy to the 
dielectric coating/resonator shown in Fig.2. A 
photo picture of the febricated measurement 
apparatus under magnetic bias is shown in 
Fig.8. 

Fig.9 plots the measured resonant fi«quencies 
as a fimction of the modal number of the 
cavity resonator, and the resonator was 
loaded with a ferrite sample G475 imder zero 
magnetic bias. The ferrite san^le G475 was 
purebred from Trans Tech with the 
folowing parameters: 4li;M5 = 475 G, € = 
14.1, AH = 200 Oe. The ferrite sample was 
cut into a ring geometry of ID = 3 mm, OD = 
7 mm, and thickness = 0.15", In Fig.9 it is Figure 8 Photo picture ofthe febricated measurement 

apparatus under magnetic bks. 
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Figure 9 Measured resonant frequencies plotted Figure 10 Measured frequency changes when 
as a fimction of the modal number. the ferrite sample is applied under magnetic bi^. 

seen that two extra modes appear near the modal numler 7.5. These two extra modes were 
determined to be associated with the standing modes excited within the ferrite sample itself, namely, 
the 1/2 resonance. However, in contra to a dielectric sample, the degeneracy between the two 

standing modes with opposite senses in circular 
polarization v/m removed by the internal field of 
the ferrite ^mple, and the splitting between these 
two circularly polarized modes is roughly Y4n;M5, 
where y denotes Urn gyromagnetic ratio. In Fig.9 
it is seen that the A,/2 standing modes excited 
within the ferrite sample couple strongly to the 
rea>nant modes of the coax-cable cavity 
resonator, earning the latter to shift significantly 
fijr modal numbers near 7.5. However, as 
mentioned previous^, by interpolating the 
measured resonant frequencies of the coax-cable 
resonator, this coupling effect can be effectively 
removed, and the effective thickness of the 
in^rted ferrite Mnqjle can thus be determined 
using the developed transmission-line theory, 
please see Fig.4. 
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biases. In Fig. 10 the solid line is associated with the bias under the permanent magnet onfy and the 
dashed line under the |»rmanent magnet plus the Helmholte coil. Compared to electric bias applied 
to a ferroelectric sample, magnetic bias applied to a ferrite sample w^ nrore sensitive, giving rise to 

more pronounced changes in the resonant 
frequencies of the cavity resonator. This is 
becaiwe both of the samples were placed near the 
RF ground plane of the resonator producing a 
maximumtangentialmagnetic field but anegligible 
tangentM electric field in the sample region. 
Fig. 11 shows the calculated frequency changes 
when the ferrite san^le G475 was ptaced inside 
the cavity resonator subject to magnetic bias: the 
a)lid line corresponds to bi^ under the permanent 
magnet only and the dashed line under the 
permanent nmgnet plus the Helmholtz coil. We 
note that in deriving these curves shown in Fig. 11 
no adjustable parameters were used in the 
calculations, and the permeability of the ferrite 
sample was assumed to be 
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characteristic of wave propagation along the applied field direction with left-lrand and right-hand 
circular polarKations in ferrites, respectively, and Hj„ is the internal field within the ferrtte san^le. 
Assuming the demagneti2ang fector of the ferrite san^le is close to 1, Hj„ relates to the applied field 

Hg by the following eqiwtion: 
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Comparing Fig. 11 with Fig. 10 we note that the 
agreement between theory and experiments is 
remarkable. 

Fig. 12 plots the measured resonant frequencies of 
the cavity resonator m a fimction of the modal 
nimiter in the alwence of a bias nagnetic field. For 
the measureuKnts ^sociated with Fig. 12 the 
cavity resonator was loaded with a ferrite sample 
GlOlO purchased from Trans Tech. The ferrite 
sample was of a ring geometry characterized by 
the following parameters: 4n;Ms = 1000 G, € = 
14.8, AH == 200 Oe, ID = 3 mm, OD = 7 mm and 
thickness=0.1". In Fig. 12 two additional standing 
modes appeared near modal number 9.5 and 10.5, 
corresponding to the k/2 resonance in the ferrite 

Figure 17 Calculated frequency changes when   sample itsetf. However, when comparing to Fig.9 
the ferrite sample is applied under magnetic bias. 
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showing the same standing modes in a ferrite sanqjle vnth a smaller 4'n;M3 and a larger thickness, the 
standing modes in Fig. 12 shift to higher frequencies with larger mode spitting in frequencies, as 
ejqpected, Fig,13 shows the frequency changes when the ferrite sample GlOlO was applied under 
magnetic bias, and the soMd curve correspond to the bias under the permanent magnet only and the 
dashed curve under tiie permanent magnet plus the Helmholtz eoil. The corresponding curves from 
calculations are shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows measurements from the same ferrite sample material 
of thickness 0,15" under no magnetic bias. The two standing modes excited within the ferrite sample, 
say, the A/2 resonances, occurred at lower frequencies, but showing approximately the same mode 
splitting in frequencies, please see Fig. 12. This is becaiwe 47i;Ms is the same but the thickness is now 
larger. When bias fields were applied, the changes in rewjnant frequencies are plotted in Fig. 16 for 
bias imder the pemmnent magnet only, the solid curve, and bias under the i»rmanent magnet plus the 
Helmholtz coil, the <kshed curve. The corresponding curves from calculations are shown in Fig. 17. 
The magnetic linewidth used in the ealeulations of Fig.l7 was Ml = 1000 Oe, which is larger than 
the quoted value of 200 Oe. This discrepance is due to the feet that the internal field is non-uniform 
within the ferrite sample, aM the large 47i;M5 and thickness of the sanq)le result in an effective 
linewidth in the order of 4TT;Mg. Calculations shovm in Figs.ll, 14 and 17 compared nicely with 
e^qjeriments, shown in Figs. 12,15, and 18, respectively. 

DETAILED DATA EXHIBITION AND OUTLINING 
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Calculated and Measured Characteristics of a 
Microstrip Line Fabricated on a Y-Type 

Hexaferrite Substrate 
Hoton How, Xu Zuo, Elwockl Hokanson, I^J C. Kempel, Senior Member, IEEE, and Carmine ^ttoiia. Fellow, IEEE 

Abstnwt^-tbumesKsA caknlatf mis hare been applMl to a nd- 
cro^r^ line fisbrliated <» a Y-type taei^enfte substrate mlng fte 
Grin's fnncAm tednricpie. HK forandathm aflof^ Vut fentte »b- 
^rate to be n^pntiz^ s^sag an arbftrary dbedlmi. Current po- 
toolids have bKB w^ to mnstrw:t flie GiterUn den^nts urf flw 
lesdtant cakd^mid »dieme is ap|4icidbk emn yibsm toTinu^- 
ndb: re^mance fe ampnsKdied. <^knAtion$ CMBpared roisiHraUy 
v^ vritti m^iaireniaits. 
In^ Terms—^AriMtraiy m^Mtic btos, adodatimis i^sr f«rn>- 

n^gn^c, oirrait-potential m^lMid, d^dic Grran's ftmcthm, fer- 
rite sul^^ nncroi^rip line, SnmwifcM tn^gnd, traiBfer-nia- 
trixm^Smd. 

I. iNTROmJCnON 

ANISOTROMC sutetrates, due to ei11i« the procKS in 
maMrial preparation or aryslziline' a^mn^tty, lave 

besj us«i in the fabrication of micaowave intepat^ drcaite 
(MICs), Electromagnetic wave ppqpagrtion in a fiarite sub- 
strate is also anisotropic in the presence of a dc-bias m^ietic 
field, cdled the gyromagnetic effect. Rjr the former case, the 
dielectric properties for wave propagation in die sutetrate can 
be described in terms of a permittivity tensor of rank 2 and, 
for the latter case. Polder permeability tensor sesulte under 
the smaU-signal approximations [l]. While many aithors 
haw i^li^ numerical calculitficnis to microwave rarcuittiK 
«HJtaining anisotroinc sutetra^ 121-16]. in dMS paper, we 
consider wave propagation in a ^romagnetic substrate. We 
sp^afically consider the electronu^etic ^&ve pnq»gati(» 
in a micatwtrip transmission line in which die metal strip is 
fdnicated on top of a hexaferrite substrate for which the bias 
magnetic field can be ^^lial along an artjitiaiy diiertion. The 
formulation contained in this paper is aiq>licable to a general 
^ratifial dielectric^magnetic stractore containing circuit inho- 
mogeneities at the interfaces. A Orson's function apprc»ch is 
adof^ in the following analysis. 

In contrast to the pecmittivity tensor. Polder tensor elements 
ae usually fitequency dependent and exhibit strong resonance 

MaansGript recwvcd Sc|»einb»7, MOO; levised Afml 17, 200!. This vwxfc 
was supported 1^ fte AkFowe Offi« rfSciemificRKearch (I^. A. NadBMn), 
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bdjavicMT with frequency and die Was magnetic field. For ex- 
ample, the effective psmeaWlity for wave pw^agaiicm fOT fre- 
quenci^ aound fsromagnetic re^nance (FMR) varies from a 
very large ptmti-^^ numb« to a very small n^ath« number en- 
con^assing the -ralue vsto, ^:compani^ by a nonzero imap- 
n»y part accountingf<wmagnetic loss [ll.Mc»t useful mapietic 
microwave device og&sts near Ti/Oi so that die rapid change 
in magnetic perm^nlity can be rffectively utilized either to ob- 
tain ft«juency-tnning capability or to remove ite ttegenetacy 
betwem modes, Ih^etoy inducing nontecijwocity in wave iwq[>- 
a^on [7]. Por ^cample, ferrite phase dufteis [8], iresonators 
[9], and filters [1] are constnic^ ^cording to die first principle 
[7], and circulators and isolator ^xxmJing to die second [10]. 
Most calculations in fl» past have been fonnulated few fte<pien- 
ci^ mts^ ftom FMR in order to avoid iramerical difficulti^. M 
dus ps^er, numerical solutions near FMR have l«en attempted. 
This was possible for tis because we introduced technique for 
current ^tentials to be discuss^ here. 

Before solwig the ac electromagnetic jo^lem s^^sciated 
with a ferrite substrate, one is r«juirKl to solve tihe dc apilib- 
rium problem first in order to calculate ttie <temagitetizing field 
due to die finite ^^wnetry of the substrate [7], In a cubic-fetrite 
sample material, anisotn^jy is usually not inqKntant since it is 
small in ctwnparison to the external Was field. In a hexafrarite 
OTl»1xate, die internal anisotropy field can be s& large as 50 
feOe and, heni», it can no lon^r be n^^itei [11]. Actually, 
hKcaferritK are puipo^ly introduced to alleviate [12], or e^n 
elimin^e [13], the external Was field r^piitement at high 
fif5«)UCTcies. In a l»xaf«rite ma^al, magnetic anisotrt^jy 
appears in the fonn of an easy axis or an e^y plane. For im 
M-tyi» Itexafenite, die c-axis is an easy axis of mi^etization, 
and die magnetization \«ctor i^sfers to be altgn«l along dw 
c-axis so as to lows- ite free ai^gy [7], For a Y-type hexafs-- 
rite, the o6-plane is an easy plane, and the magnetization v&Mx 
is ene^etically finwjrrisle to be alipi^ in tlte ofc-plane [12]. 
Iquirtions (A14a) and (A14b) descrite the r^pective dfective 
intemal fields for an easy axis and sa easy plane, in dus paper, 
we consi(k»r ti» su^rate matoial to be a Y-type h^cafenite 
wht^e effective fidd [s« (Al4b)] is derived elsewhere [12]. 

For a given geometry, electromagnetic wave solutions aridng 
fit>m a point ^jurce si^sfying the r^uired (homogeneous) 
boundary conditions are termed Gn^n's functions [14]. In 
Section n, we formulate die Grin's fiurctions of a general 
sttatified sflructure conteining magnetic and dielecttic layers 
ming a transverse spectrd-domain aialysis. For diis puriK»e, 

{»18-94«W12S17.a>© 20081^    ' 
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we n^d to know a priori d» plane-wave solutifMis oonining 
m «u;h of Ibe layered s^em. While plam^-vrave K}hitic(» aoe 
«4nnoQS for an isotn^c dielectric lay», plai»-w3ve solutions 
for an unbouiuM fenite bulk niagm!ti»d along m aiMt^ty 
diiection are also well fcnonmi [1], whose piopertl^ a^ sum- 
marize in ttie Aiq^endix. In geneid, wave ^E^mgaticm in a 
imigiK^^d ferrite is non^^ns^te, assuming difiFsent Effec- 
tive pem^bility values for diffident ei^nuMid^, v^tdting in 
diSfereitt pr«^aptf cm speeds and polariztti<M». 

We have appli^l the ttansfer-malrix technique to perform die 
txaimvcs^ sp«;ttal-^nnain anal^s [2], [6], [IS]. A tian^er 
n^rix tianslates the surface inq^^lance, wUdi u i^lf a 
2x2 matrix, from oi» layer int^«;e to anodier, assuming 
die tangential aunpuients of die el^Axnnagnetic fields to 
be <^mtinuoiu across ^e interf^^s in die al^snce of <arcnit 
lidKinKigeneities. Hie ontermt^ layo^ are ofl^r air or a 
nMal sur&ce of finite conAwdvity, defining the (imperil) 
cfea- OS sAiort-ciicuitel bouiulari^ fcxr the Ibyer^l stnicbire, 
SN^:dvely. HIUS, via the transfer matric^ 6beBn^ tot the 
layers, diese open- and/<w shott-dnmit^ suifes^ inq«dances 
are translated ultimately cmto an interfile cxinUuning a pcriirt 
ammx assume by a Gie^i's fiincti<m and, irfter imposing 
die cunent-c<ntdnuity condition at tte intofi^^ petition, the 
our^^nding Grin's funcdon <^i, d^iefcne, be solved. 

When metal {mtoltes or strips i^>ear in d» stratifi^ stnic- 
tme, as r^uir^ by a mi<^iwave ciicuit, dectrom^nedc 
sohidons can be coimtruc^ via supeiposition ctf die Green's 
fimdimis. Iliat is, el^;tionii^»dc ^hidoos are ^el in int^rd 
fimns where Grin's functions $ae superpose a£%^mSng to an 
unknown ^urce distrilmtion. the unknown sotuce disttitxition 
{SUB tlten be sol^d nwi^lcaUy ii^dng tlw Oatoldn's medud 
^pUe to an integral Kpiation eiQnessing d% coniUtion to 
oinent CMriinuity [IQ. We have u^ current pMentials to 
cmistract ti% Oaleridn elemente and by doing so d^» advan- 
t^es foll<m^ [17], Not only is tl« i^mnstiy of the p^;h/strip 
&m^tyed in tbs calculations, twt the -^ctor Galeikin «]ua- 
tiiMis ste dso cmivertKl into sodar CM^. r^idting in «»fold 
in^rals fcv tte one-dmensional (1-D) transmi^on-line 
IXDbtons and twofold integials fin- fl» two-diiMimtMud (2-D) 
metel-iwteh problems. M<^ in^portoidy, the conditicm fw cnr- 
lent Mntimiity at n%ttd-|^teh/strip bmrndar^ is wtomttiadly 
stfkfie, f<m:ing the normM (^unpanents <rf tte cunent flow to 
i^iidi tt tte boundfflies of die m^L i^A:he^^^ [18]. By 
using die current-potential technicp^s, we we aide to ^ply 
nun^cd i^culatioim to micn^trip drcuibfes <»nittdning 
fisrite sidistiates even when FMR is ^>proached. When FMR 
u i^pn^u^ted, the imdMying nuinerical piAlem becon^s iU 
dinned and the Galetldn elementt ]»e to be scd^ to avoid 
large tniiu^^on &tnas. 

As just nmnticxned, the r^ultent Oalerkin elemente associate 
vddi a t^nsnussion-Ui^ p^tem require e^uatimi of tm^cM 
Sommerfeld-lype integrals. However, dite to the fixed pemod 
(2«-) <rfd» sine iM &mas functifflos. nun^cal iitf^dion at 
infinity is l^s stringent dian the cnigind Scmunerfeld-type ints- 
pals coiMining oscillati<»s d Bessel ftmctimis at infinity [IQ. 
As such, extrapolation sch^nes ha^ been ^>lie to evaluate 
dw in^pals at infinity. 

y ®- 

n = M 
2 = :^ 

z = ^, 

"-^^^^^^ 
Z = Z.N-1 

2-Z-N 

Hg. 1.   detwiettyof >ttrt^&dstnicniieMHttauiingimiki0eIayas. A^anar 
cdtcnit is locMed M die 2 =: 0 |riane. 

Bxpmimentally, we have falxicatol a microstrip transmissicm 
line <m a Y-type hexafeirite std>strate eichibiting a n^pietic ^sy 
plaite [12]. While die ^gnificanc^ of a magi^tic ^sy plane is 
disoissed in a sqiarate jmper [12], nun^rical calcul^ons to 
•w&vs p^ofm^tion alimg a microstrip line inwilving a magnetic 
easy plme Inched by a Y-type tocafetrite sid^trate follow in 
diis pq>^. (Mcidaticms c^nn^ied reasoimbly well widi mea- 
surement. 

n. FORMUL/OIOT* 

We pre^»t a genmsl f<»nndation that a planar microwave 
circuit is »id)»Ue in a sti^fled structure inw>Iving dielec- 
fric^magoetic layem as siri>sttates/supei^trat^. This is shown in 
Hg. 1. TIM! plattw diorit is lof^itad at 2 = 0 smA di«e are M 
Uyem in die 4-z-directi«i and N layers in the —2-dirKtion. We 
denote 2 as dte direction mmnal to tte layeiml ^nu^us. Ite 
diickiKss of the t^ layer is d,,, M > 1/ > —JV. In Rg. I, da 
Mitenm^t suifeces are mdier a n^al bmmds^ of finite amdhw- 
tivity 0- <»- air. The following formulation allows the boundmy 
C(»iditicM]eddteoutemM^tnir£»%s2 = ZM tmdz = z~s tote 
trai^lat^ cmto the intari^^ at z = 0 (^mtaining d» micniwave 
circuit, admitting a 2-D mal^is tiise. Bar diis piup<»e, we have 
ad(^^ lite so-cdled transfer-matrix technique [2], [6], [IS]. 
AldxNigh the pe^t airalysis ctmsiiters mly tms single plane 
tfaM ccHitains die circuit iidiomogeneity, die same aiMlysis can 
be ^Boaliz^ ^ tfitt BKKe dim 01^ planar dicuite may iqn^ear 
at several lay^ interfaces, b Fig. 1, die resultant el»;tronmg- 
itetic ^Ei^ soluti<nis in the po^eoe^ of a 'wezticd p(»nt dipide is 
teim^ as the dymUc Grin's fimction [16]. 

Ite transfo'-matrix m^md is qiplied in d» ^ectrsl domain. 
A transfer matrix is a 4 x 4 nntrix and, for a given transv^^ 
spectid v^::tcnr k^ » {h^ ^)^> it oonelates de tangential 
con^cmente of die RF e- and ^-fields on bodi sides of a layer 
[%e <3)]. Htere, d» su^^cript T dew^s tnuspositicm of a row 
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vector into a column v«rtor. Thus, for the tth lay«- tfie transfer 
matrix <^n be vnitten as 

witti (2), shown a the bottom of diis page, so th« 

(1) 

(3) 

In (2), ftj,as, M > t- > —JV^, and 4 > a > 1 denotes ihe 
2-component of the i^ve v&Am of tte ath eigenmode in the 
i4h layer satisfying 

*f + *:^ + fc^as = €„o^a(«/c)^. (4) 

In (4), CvQ and pi^a sre the did«rtiic constant and i^tn^bility 
of the Qth eigennM>de in tihe vii layer, ti; is ihe angukr freqnaicy, 
e the speed of light in vacuum, and Gau^ian unite have b^ai 
i^sd throu^cmt this analysk. 

For an isotropic medium, (4) reduces to the regular dispersion 
relation tot wave pn^agation, and e^^ and (lua ate all degen- 
erate, i.e., a indep^ident, Rioting Ae permittivity and perme- 
ability of the m^lium, r^fwctively. For an aniscMrqpic n^dium, 
the four eigenmodes become nondegeneraite, assuming different 
values for pennittivity and/or for pameability e^a aJid n„a, 
a = 1,2,3,4. The procedure for solving the nond^enerate 
dispersion relation of a ^tomagnetic medium is given in the 
Appendix. That is, wten ^, sad ky me given, k^az is solved 
fiom (A5). Since (A5) is a quartic equation, tfiere are four eig«i- 
nndes, ctmesponding to the four solutions of ^^as • l^uation (4) 
ften solves frar ^j,a, denoting tte eff«Mive p^n^dnlity of Ae 
ath rao^ which is us^ to exjwess the elecmnnagnetic fields 
of die ath eigenmode given in (A20)-{A^). The |«anmttivlty of 
d% eigenmodes are all the sane, €^a = ea,a = 1,2,3,4, where 
td d^iotes tite dielectric ccmstant of tte fetrite layer. More de- 
tmls about ibs solution of tihe eigenmodes can be ftNind in Ae 
Appendix as related to (A5). 

We note in the limit o£ a transveisely ^pli^ nu^ietic bi^ 
fidd Ae coeffidrats Ps = Pj = 0 [^e (A7) and (A8)] siiK* 
ess = 0. Thus, (A5) inq>lies two doubly d^en^i^e digenmode 
^irs, as derived in [6]. It can be shown that (A5) reduces to 
Ae ccarosponding equations u [6] for a transversely an|^lied 
Has field. However, if flie bias field is along an aibitraiy direc- 
tioi, (AS) predlcte, in general, four nonde^nsate ei^mnodtes. 
We note tihat EMR occuis if Ae c«»ffidait P4 = 0 [sm (A6)l. 
At EMR, (AS) implies an incomplete ^t of eigenmodes, which 
spuis a vectOT space wiA dimendonality smaller Aan i^uiied 

by Ae present spectral-domain andy;^ or Ae trMisfer matrix 
t^Aniqpes [^ (1)]. 

The tengential compon»ite of Ae e and fc-fields associated 
wiA Ae oA dgenm<xle in Ae t4h layer are e^pressai as 
(e„as Suayf^ and (hvax hvavF ^ (2). respKrtively. Tlie 
r-mattis^s and, tence, Ae transfer mattic^ T. (Av) for a 
dielectric layer and for a ferrite layer [see (2)] are given in Ae 
A^etASx. TTie imlex v 1ms b^n drt^pol in Ae Appendix for 
c^sotu of clarity. 

Tte surface impedarK^ matrix ^z) caa be define! as fol- 
lows: 

where ite ^jendence of Ae quantides in (S), say, Ca;, ey, ft^, 
hy, and ^oak^ and fey is understood. Thus, -w^n a transfer 
matrix is defined to translate Ae tongoitial components of Ae 
RF electromagnetic fidds o^ one layer Aickness [see (3)], 
the surface impedance will also be transfened EKxtntling to the 
following equation: 

giz^+i) = [i^i(2.) + fe J [£,1(2.) + g^]~*     (6) 
where a , b , c , and d are tte 2 x 2 partition matrices of 
T   gi^mlty 

T   = f-"   =" 1 (7) 

Since, escort at z = 0, Ae tan^ntial comjKjnents of Ae e- 
and ^-fiel<b are contiimous ac^jss layer interfeces, the trarisfer 
matric^ can be multipli^ to^Aar to provicte an overall ttms- 
formatitMi relating tlte ooteimost boundaries of Ae structare to 
Ae 3 = 0 plane. Thus, we define two o'rerall transfer matrices. 
top and bottom, dew^rf as I^ and 1 , resp«aively, as 

T = FT   ..-T T 1 ^t       i=M       =2=lJ 
-1 

T. =T =t 

such Aat 
■£-^-1 

\ky{ZM)/ 

hxiz^rt) 

(8) 

(9) 

<10) 

r (2) = 

/ e^lj; exp{«fcj,i2Z) e,2«exp(»*^2iZ) &v3m^^{ih,3zZ) 6^4a: exp(«fcj,42 3)' 

Cj-ij, exp(ifert32) eu^es.p{iksf2sz) es,3j, exp(«fc„33 0) 6,^3, exp(«fey4-3) 

/ij,i2 eqp(tfc^ij2) fe».2a; exp{tAy2i2) fci^3z exp(tfet,32z) ^^,43; exp(ifcp4jz) 

\h^ij,exp(i^„i3z) hu7,y^x^ikt,^z) fe^sy exp(ifcj,3j2) h^Ay^^^iikvisZ). 

(2) 
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Tte relationship between tfw two column vectors 
{e^(0+)eyiO+)h^iO+)hy(Qn-))'r and (e^(0-)ej,(0-)A«(0-) 
hy(0~) )^ is (tetennined fiom flie boundaiy conditions im- 
pc^ by Ae planar circuit at 2 = 0, as conmcted togeflier by 
tfie use of tte dyadic Grin's functions discus»d bdow. We 
note that while transfer matrices are muWpliKl toother trans- 
lating the ten^ntial componente of fte el^i^tromagnetic fields 
i^sms layere, m de^aibKi by (8) and (9), flie trat^fcmnation of 
surface inqjoiance ctefined by the flinctional form of (6) also 
multipBes m compouiwls as a cons^uence of the traialation 
process. Tliis is indeed true since transfonnation of (6) « an 
isomacphic repre^ntation of the transfa- matrix T unite the 
qpsation ctf matrix multiplication. Tlierefwie, -weims 

1-1 
1(0+) = [i,i(2M)+b J [g J(2M) + i J '.        (11) 

1(0-) = [i,l(^-jv) + b,] I&M'^-N) + iJ ""      (12) 

where g^, fe^, £^, and d^ <tenote the partition matrices associ- 
ate wifli the tqp transfer matrix, e.g., I^. 

Now we nerf to know ti^ surfi^^e inqpedance of the «»t- 
eimost surfiaces. We consider the airface impedances Z(ZM) 

and l(2_iw-) to be thc^e associated with either a short-cficuited 
metal ground plane or an open-citarited Iratf-qpac^ filled 
with, say, air. For a shott-cireait^ ground plane, the siufyse 
impedance can be danved as 

K =± cll-i/   0    iN 

and for an qaen-circuite half-sp^e 

.„-( 
CBJ,/ 

/ 

^rtJMe the -|-(—) sign applies if the surface being consictered 
possess^ an upward (<townward) sur&% normal. In (13), cr de- 
iMJtes fl» electtical conductivity of the meal plane, md 5 = 
c(2ir&;<T)-»/2 is ^g^ ^^ ^«h. In (14), e^ and MO are ti«: di- 
el^tric constant and magnetic permeability of the c^>en spa(%, 
which may diflfa- fiom one if material other flian air is used in 
filling flie half-^^ce. TT^ column vectors e^ = (e.Aa: ^AyF 
^d Ss = (cBs ^Byf are &Sn»l in (Al) and (A2). Thus, 
once flie surface imprfan£»s Mj^u ) and ^(z-jv^) are given fiK>m 
(13) or (14). 1(0+) and 2(0") can tfien be calculated fiom 
(11) and (12) iwcwiitoi that all of the transfer matrices I , 
M > V > -N ms known a priori [s^ (7) and (8)], N<^ 
tiwt tile [sesent formulttion ^icompas^ k^^s of all kinds, in- 
cluding dielartric loss [^e (A4) and (A15)], magnetic loss [see 
(A14a) and (A14b)l, ami condudxnr Ic^ l^e (13) and (17)]; 
r^iation-wave loss pre^aite in (14) and sonEK»-wave lora is 
inherent to tiie Green's function construction omtaii^d in ti»e 
transfer matrices I^ and 2j, (see (8) and (9)]. 

Lrt: Qikx, ky) be the Gbceen's function (fyad in tiie spec- 
tral dommn ttonoting the tangential el^tric field ger^cated by 
a point-dipole source located at tfie z = 0 interfiw^. TTiat is, fi>r 

a given cunent distribution in tiie intesrfece Kz*, j/'), tiie gener- 
sa^ ten^ntid electric field at z = 0 is 

J />0O JKXI J.OO rca 

^ti^>v)=j-^ dk, My dx' dt/ 
tW    J—fxi J—00 J—00 J~<xs 
' exp \ik^(x - a:')] exp {iky{y - y')] 

•fi(fe=.. fc»)i(2^l/'). (15) 

Prom Am^se's law, tiie Green's fimcticm dyad is 

g(*,, ky) = [^(0+; fe., ky)]-^ - [g(0-; fe, MI~'}"* 

■(-;j)«« 
In (15), bofli tiie source i»int (a:' j/) and tiie ob^r^tion p«ant 
{x y) are locai^ at z = 0. The integral ecpation to solve is [16], 
[17] 

vrtiere 

11(«, y) + Z^iix, y) = E^(x, y) (17) 

.2« = (l-i)(w/8ira)V2 08) 

denotes die surface impedance, <r denotes die a>nductivity of ti^ 
n^al f^h at z = 0, and E ^ Quotes tiie tangential component 
of fte electric field generatol Ity tiie recitation ament or tiie 
feeder-line cunent 

In tiiis pap^, we oonsides- tiie microsttip solutions for which 
wave pnq»agates along the y-dii«aion without imposing to ex- 
teraal-cuTTKit exciation S^ = 0 in (17). That is, we are conad- 
eting flie normal-mode Motions intrinsic to a tnicxostrip trans- 
missicm line. Under tiiese considerj^wis, (15) and (17) aiecom- 
Irined to yield 

-Z4{x) = 0.   (19) 

Here, fw clarity, we have used dif^rent symbols ib and ^ far 
kg: and ky, r«p«:tively. The homogeneous »}uations [i.e., (19)] 
are flien solved numerically, pving rise to the disf^i^on relation 
eqwKsii^ the wave pr<q)agation constant 0 ms. fimction of Ifae 
mipdar velocity w. 

Hie micixstiip geon^tty is dqricted in Rg. 2, vrtierc flie metel 
strip is of widtii to, lying c»i the z = 0 plane, extending firan 
a; = 0 to 2; = TO. Rjllowing [16] and [17], we expts^ flie current 
distrilwtion in tten^tal strip interns of a current basis 0   } 

i(2, F) = ^ <^„(^, y) (20) 
f»=0 

wl»re die current eletMats ^^} are dari^ fiom cunent po- 
tentials as 

i^(^, V) =St[«^(»nir2/w)e*^»], TO; 0,1,2,.... 

(21) 
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Kg. 2.   Gemneiry of ttie miciostrip line bbricaled on a V-type h«Eafcmte 
sotetratt. 

Here, 'V_^ denotes die two-dunei«ional transver^ gradient 
qpsator. Note tlmt ihe normal conqponsnts of die curnmt ele- 
ments vanMi at AK nriaosBip edges, as lequiied by the cunent 
craitinuity equation [18]. By using dw Galeridn's mediod tiie 
Galerldn elemente associated with (19) are 

• fi(fe= minify+z,J dmi^(x)+jjx) 

ni 

+0k (vr<'"-(v)°=' 
+0^k^G^ } 

+ Sn 
w im +0' z. (22) 

where S^n denotes flie delta-Knm^ter fiincdon and die dag^- 
+ dano^ adjoint <q>eration. By siting the d^erminmit ctf die 
Galerldn matrix (Amn) into 0, the dispasion relation ftff wave 
pmpsga^oa is detenmned, ^pressing die profmgadon ccmstant 
^ as a Amction of the angular \^locily ut. In calcul^ing die 
Galokin etements, twofold integiadons have b^ai carriM out 
analyticaUy and it is <Mdy lequiied to evaluate a onefold integra- 
dtm numeri(^ly [^e (22)]. 

By employing the cureent potentials, dte Galetkin ^uatitm 
Iffls been lechiced from v^rtor fcwm (19) to sssias form (22). 
Symmetty retains in the calculadons for Gal^ldn elements. Wtx 
example, in isotroiMC media, die Irft-^i^it symmetry of die mi- 
ctosti^ geometry inq>li^ that we need only to evaluate ewn- 
nund^eied elements, i.e., m and n are even inimbeis in (22). 
Also, integration for k from -oo to 0 in (22) is die same as from 
0 to oo sinc« wave prqmgation is roaprocal due to die mirror 
^nanetry of die circuit. However, in an anisotrc^ic m^liuin, 
say, a ferrite, d« pre^nce of a Was magnetic field lemo^s dtese 
^mmetries. As a result, microstrip cunente are shifted crnto one 
side of the metal strip, known ^ the field displat^nent effect 
in die ligature [1], Wave propagation become nonreciprocd 
siiK:e the mirror symntetry no longs- holds due to die presence 
of tl» bias magnetic field OT die anisotrqpy field. 

in. RESUU3 

Similar to die origunal Sommerfeld integrals, smftce modes 
^»p^r, {hie to poles in the integrand of {21). We note diat the 
latosd strip-resonant niod^, occurring at ft = ±m«- and ±nw, 
are actually not poles of the integrand since, at lhe% wave num- 
b«^, the numerator of the int^rand also ^inish^, appearing as 
first-cMder zeros. "Hie same results occur few odier metal p^:h 
geometries, as illustrated in [16] and [ 17]. Numerical technique 
evalu«ing SonuiKrfeld-tfpe in^rals are discussed in [16] and 
[17], and most techniques still ^[xply here. However, due to die 
fixed i^riod of dte integrand at infinity, say, 2v, integiadcm 
of these integrands can be carried out using an extrapolation 
scheme. 

Due to Ic^^s of various kinds, sut£ac£ poles are push^ off 
from the real fc-axis, allcnving die integrals to te evalua^l 
numerically. However, sharp cancellation osxms near surface 
poles and the integration processes n^ to be handled widi 
care [16], [17). In psfcwinii^ numerical in^rations, vm 
define a cutoff for die wffvraiumber k. Integration fiom —cutoff 
to +cutoff is accomplished using the implicit fifdi-OTdw 
Runge-Kutta oftetfaod, which is able to monittM- l«:al tnuication 
errors to sdis^vsly adjust step mxe to ensure the overall 
in^rad(Hi accuracy [19]. totegrations from —oo to —cutoff 
aid from cutoff to oo are dien evduated using die extrapolation 
sclteOte. Initial vahie far cutoff is set to be 100 (w/c)€j'^. This 
cutcrff TOlue is 4en doubled to ch%k die ovsall accur^^y. TMs 
proce^ <x>ntinues until die replied tolerance is met. 

CMcnlations of Gal^kin elements have b^m carried out 
retaining six signifiomt digits when outside die FMR ri^on. 
When FMR is af^tmh^ flbie Galerkin matrix b«K>ntes ill 
bdiaved. We have to scale the matrix elemente jwoperiy to 
avoid numerical underflow and to av<rid lar^ truncation entws. 
IMR i^on is <teBned for ujn < w < OJPMAR, and wjf and 
<«^MAR are die Ki^I fii^piency and ferromagnetic antiresonant 
frequency given by [12, eqs. (7) and (8)], resp«rtively. In 4e 
following calculations, we have us«i 20 Gal^kin elen^ite. 
Once die waveniunba- 0 is solved as die lowest zero of die 
eigenvalue, fte fundamentel mode, die uriknown current 
expanmmi (»effideitt a^, m = 0, 1, 2, 3; ... [see (20)] i^ 
cfetermined ^ the associate eigenv«:tor. 

ta^pedancs of a transmisson luie supporting TBM-like wa^ 
{wr^gsOion can be ^Gmed as 

ZL = V/I (23) 

where V is the voltage drqp across Ae central conductor and 
ground plane and J is die current flowing at tte central con- 
ductor. R>r die micrcxstrip liite shown in Rg. 2,1 can be calcu- 
latolas 

'    dxJY = i, 
0 

and V can be calculated fix>m 

i0ao (24) 

■G(k,0)3^ix').   (25) 
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Rom (23), we obtein 

k^ — {rmr/w)^ (26) 

to (25), in calculating the voltage d«^» we have chosen fite in- 
t^tiem patfi to be along w<2:<ooandz = 0. Ascanbe 
verifisd firom Faraday's law, Ms voltage drop is indq>en<tent of 
Ae integration path (xmnecting the c^itml conductor wifli dK 
pound plane so long m the longitudinal component of die RF 
ft-iield is negligtole comparing to ite transve^ conqjonente, 
i.e., hy ^ k:aOthz. Otherwi^, the concefM: of line imp^lance 
&>^ not make much sraise. Here, we also ^sun« fl»e strip is 
m^ erf good conductor so that voltage drop Kstss the imstel 
str^ is negligible. It can be proven tiio, for a transmission line 
smxating TEM-Uke wa^s, the definition for line impedance 
[see (23)] is equivalent to 

Zz = 2P/ri (27) 

wtee F is the power deliv^t»l by Oxs trmsnussion line. 
Un<ter trairami^ion measurement, a transmi^ion line of 

ten^ t, imp^toce Zj,, and wave propa^on constant 0 is 
conne«toi with i»obes at two ends of ^mdaid impedance Z^ = 
50 Q,mZ„ = 4^/c, which is expres^d in Gaussian unit. TTie 
ttansmission c<«fficient is 

2ZoZi, 
T = 

2ZaL COS0L - i{zi + ^l) sin^i 
and the reflection coefficient is 

-i{z^-Z^mx0L 
P = 

2ZoZt, COS0L -i{zi + ZlJ sinfiL 

(28) 

(29) 

Bcpaimentolly, we have fialnicated a microstrip transmis- 
sion line using a sin^e-oystal Y-type hexafeintite as die sub- 
str^ material [12]. TTie competition of the mibsttate nmtsrial 
is BaaM^nFeiaOza and the easy plane ^nncidcs with die sub- 
ulate suifeces, i,e., die xy-ptme. TTie hexaferrite subside ma- 
teial was daractetized using a vibrating san^le m^iMometer 
(VSM) to show a satutaticm magnetiz^on 4wMs = 2.86 kg, 
ami an ani^tropy field HA = 7.94 kOe. TTie fetaicated mi- 
wostrip line is diar^iteriKd by die following i^an^ere: diick- 
i^s d = 0.010 in, widA w = 0.0051 ni, lengdi £ = 4 mm, and 
dielectric ^instant e/ = 18. Tlie dielectric loss tenpsnt taxxSj 
was ^suni«l to be 0.01 and ¥MR linewidth AH = 1(K> Oe. 
CWier peqjeities of the fabricate microstrip line, as well as 
mrasurements, ran be found in [12]. 

Fig. 3 shews die calcula^ cuitwrt profile of the lemgittidinal 
^^""snt i» W and the transve^e cutieitt jj;(s) plot^ OVCT the 
widdi of die metal strip, assuming die ©eternal field flg = 5 kOe, 
and dffi ftequeney/ = 20 GHz. It is ^n in Fig. 3 diat cunent 
Astributiem is slightty asymmetric with r^pect to die <«nter of 
the strip, showing die field displ»:sment effect chie to die |^- 
ence of a bias magnetic field. Longitudinal cunents are crowda! 
at die edges of the strip at which petitions the tiansverse cun^t 
vanishes, as ec^a^. 

Transverse 

1 = 20 GMz 

0        0.2       0.4       6.6       0.8 1 

Position (Ftelative) 

Rg. 3.   Caculated cwnwit |w»file tar *e loogittKiinal and ttansvcree 
compomn^ ^mss the str^> width of flie ftMcMol microstrip line. 
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Hg. 5,   Calcniated and neaaaed UsBsnussim ph^ at la Ob, tdotted as a 
function of tfie extemal Uas field. 

Figs. 4 and 5 plot the calculated and measured transmissiem 
cwfficient for tl« amplitude and phjee. respectively, assuming 
die fi?e«pency / = OT GHz. In Kg. 4, die measunrf insertion 
less is lai^ tiian cdculated even outside die FMR region. Rea- 
lms for this may be diat the dielectric less tangent and FMR 
linewieMi asajmed by tiie calculations are smaller than dieir 
«;ttial ^hies, corresiK>n«Jing to electric and magnetic losses, 
r^pectively. OiJier leases, for example, discontinuity resultoi 

i 
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from the coax-microstrip adapters en^loyed under transmission 
m^^ivements, may also partially expl^ the disctepanc^. Ks- 
crepancy betw^n thecay and calculations in Ae FMR region is 
even bigger due to the difficulty in <rt)teining gocrf numerical 
«:curi^gf in fliat i^on. Also, the inq>edance ^ue calculated 
by using (26) may not be adequate in tiie FMR r^on siiu^, to 
large ^■tent, wave propagation is no more TM-like. Measo^- 
n^flts show fliat wme propagation in the fehricated microstrip 
line is rou^ly leciptjcal, especially when outeide the FMR re- 
gion. 

TTie calculated transnussion phase basically conlRnns mea- 
suiemfflnte (Fig. 5) showing a p^onant structure when WMR 
comes acn^s. Of special notice, it is ^m in Rg. 5 Aat phase 
saiift occure linearly in the low field region prior to IMR, sug- 
gesting that a transmission line involving Y-lyi« hexaferrite ma- 
terial is a superior candittete for {riiase shift^s, especially at 
high fiequencies. For a Y-type texafertite material, HK crys- 
talline anisotioi^ can be effectively u^ to ail^tote, at least 
^rtially, die bias field r^juiiemenL For example, in Ae absence 
of a material anisotrt^y, sa external field in flie order of 7 kOe is 
required to effectively change the phase of a microwave signal 
at W GHz. Similarly, an M-^pe hexaferrite can also provicfc 
an internal field along the easy axis, thereby alleviating flie Was 
field requirement However, in using an M-type Imxaferrite, it 
is inevitable to intrcxJuce a ttemagnetizing field in the orto* of 
4wM, [see (A14a)] and, henc^ it is not fevorable fw |»^:tical 
q^lications, at least as pha% shifteis. M-type hexaferrite have 
bran pr^rtically used to falnicate self-M^ed circulatMS « mil- 
limeter-wave f^uenci^ [7]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We conclude Aat Chen's function calcokifions utilizing 
the current-potential technique provide sufficient accuracy in 
calculating a layer«i strucbne containing anisotropic ferrite 
sulstmtes/supa^trat^ magneti^d along an arbitrary dir^rtion. 
Oar calculations are applicable e%^n when the r^on of FMR 
is aiqnoached. The formulation may be general!:^ to iiwlude 
circuit inhomo^neities at multiple in^rfai^s. Rw a ttansmis- 
si<m-line like geometry, the csdculations ae 1-D, and for a 
antenna-patfdi-lifce geometry tfie calculations are 2-D. How- 
ever, if the finite lateral dimension is «>nsi(ter«i in^portant, one 
i^eds to revert to a full-wave thr^-dimensicmal (3-D) analysis 
inwsMng generic numerical rontines for finite-element and 
finite-diflerence calculations. The fit betw^n our calctdated 
and measured phase shift and attq>lioide as a fonction of the 
bias field is reasonable in view of die fsKrt Aat tfiere were no 
adjustable paran^ters. All patmasbsrs used in the calculations 
were c^tained directiy fixKn measurements, including dc, VSM, 
and FMR measurements [12]. 

AppEsmm 

For clari^, the layer index v is droj^sed in tiie following 
^sojssion. Por an i^tr<q>ic dielectric medium, die foin- eigra- 
nKMfes are degenerate so that ej = cj = cs = €4 = €d and 
lit = H2 = fts = tH = "i- Here, €rf ^nc^s the dielecttjc con- 
stant of die me<fium. The longitudinal wave propagation con- 
stant k. can thus be calculated from (4) for a = 1,2,3, and 
4. Denote Ite a^mufhal and polar angles of the column vectax 
M =  v*^  "y  ""a/ 
column viK«3rs 

fcjs)^ as ^ and 9, iesp«:tively. We define two 

e^ =(1—fl—cc«#)cos^^—(1—costf)sin#cc»^j (Al) 

MB =(—fl—cos#)sin^cTO#—(1—c<»#jan^^)^    (A2) 

fi»m which tihe T-matrix [^e (2)] can be written as shovra in 
(A3) at the bottom of this page. In (A3), we have defined die 
»^ve impedauice of the medium as C = ^J*^^- In order to take 
into account dielectric less, the dielectric constant €4 diall be 
replaced by a complex number whose imaginaiy part is jwopor- 
tional to die diel«»ric loss tangent of the m^lium tan Sa 

€d -^ €d{l + i tan Sd). (A4) 

For a feirite m^um bia^d by a dc magn^c field along an 
artritrary direction, tfce four ei^nmodes for wave propa^tion 
are, in general, nond^enerate [1]. Instead of using (4), the lon- 
giOidinal wav« number fc- can now be solvsJ fiom the foDowing 
quartic equation: 

Pikt+P3k^ + P2hi + Pik:, + P^ = 0 (A5) 

where the polynomial coefficients are given by 

P4 =w| - w2+^e|^+e|„)wsa;„ (A6) 

Ps = —2en2 (enxkc+entfkyjWgUfm (A7) 

Pa = -2(kl-kl-l4) (uj^+i^^u^^-u,^) 

4 (A8) 

Pi =2e,iz(e„xk^+er,^kyju^ k^u>„,+ ^kl-kl-kiyu, 

(A9) 

EW = 

/CeAxCKpiik^z) CcAEexpC-ifc^g) C^B^ exp(«*s2) QeBs:exp(-ik:,z)\ 

Ce^y exp(ifcj2) <C4yexp(—tft^z) <eB» exp(tfeg3) Ces» «^(—iftz^) 

eBx^^^iikzz) —esa: exp(—ifcj^) —e^,, e!cp(«A;j2) e^s exp(—ift-z) 

\ es»exp(tfc.2) —eByeKpi—ikzz) —CAy t^piik^z)     6,4, exp(—ifc^z) / 

(A3) 
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Po = {kl-kl-ki) I {kl-kl-kl) (a,f+a,,a,^-a,^) 

(AlO) 

Here, e„ = (e„3. e^^ e„zf dsiotK the unit v«tor along the 
intemal dc-bias field direction 

(All) 

(A12) 

<A13) 

w is the angular fi5«]uency, -y is die gyromagnetic c^o, c is the 
speed of light in vasman, tj is the diel^^tric constaitt of tiK 
ferite, 4?rMa is flie sOuiation magnrtization, and H'^ is d» 
efifective intenial bias mapietic field given by 

BL =Ho -4TM,N^ +Hji -iAH for an easy sbds      (A14a) 

^L = [SoiHo+HA)]     -iAH for m easy plane.     (A14b) 

Here, Hg denotes the externally sopplied^ magnetic field and 
AH is the FMR linewidth. h» (Al 4a), the rasy sods cxxms along 
the ^-axis and the anisotropy field is denoted as HA [12, eq. 
(10)]. In (A14b), flie easy plane lies on die sy-plane and the 
anl^troi^ field is HA [12, eq. (6)]. Fm prsurtical ^^lications. 
Ho is ^E^slied along the easy-axis direction (die z-ssds) cw alcmg 
a direction lying on Ae easy plane (the ary-plaiie). Foe tl» case 
of an easy axis, tite demagnetizing field ^-KM^N^ needs to be 
subtracted ftom the totel field, as exiwras«l in (A14a). Here, JV^ 
toiotes die axial deanagnetizing fectt», which nmy te e^lmated 
ftom astaticcalculation [7]. FwcuWc fetrites (e.g., ^mete), the 
anisotroi^ field is smdl, and die totel internal eff«aive field, 
^L K gi^en by (A14a) assuming HA is negligible. Magnetic 
loss is aa»unted ft* Iqr the term -iAH in (A14a) and (A14b), 
and dielKrtric lo^ can be iiKluded by using the following com- 
plet dielectric consent: 

€/ —* €f{l + itanff/). (A15) 

In (A15), tan 6/ denotes the dielectric loss temgent of the ferite 
material. 

AJteir fc^'s are solved from (A5), <tenoted as k^z, 
a = 1,2,3,4, the magnetic pameabilily /ig. can be cal- 
culatoi fiom (4) as 

tie = (fej + *| + fcL)/ft2- (A16) 

The associated electromagnetic fields are, thearfcMe, 

So =Ms«' 

(A17) 

(A18) 

(AI9) 

where the primal fields are those expre^^ in a coordin^ 
frame wh<»e 2-axfe coincides with die intemal dc-Was field di- 
rection [IJ 

Kx = (^/7) (l - fiaili) + HLliceo,iea2 (A20) 

Aas =c«3A»c»{(-Ku/7),e«i + [fl^ -l-47rMs/(l - n^)]e^tt\ 

(A22) 

eL. = -<ae«3 [Hfa, + 43rM,(l - /*oe|i)/(l - fi^)^    (A23) 

e^y = Cc^e^s [(-iw/^) + 4wM,p«e«ieo,2/(l - *»«.)]   (A24) 

«a* =<c«{-ffineal + («^/7)ea2 + 45rMsea.l 

• [1 + ^orcls/Cl - /*a)]} {A25) 

*U = ^aa: + (-»^/7)(l - He) + 4wM,flaee,lic,2 (A») 

*L„ = fco, + ffto(l - /*«) + 4TM, (l ^ /ioeli) (A27) 

fras=A«. CA28) 

Hera, e^ = {eat ^2 Cas)''.denotes the unit vector along d» 
wave iwe^sagation dir^rtion U^ = (k^ ky k^^f, and <« = 
{tia/ejf-f^ is die w^ve,imp^ance. We note diat ftff each mode 
a,atetltt^vK:torseg,ba,andka are mutually pestpendiculm- 
to ^ch odier, as dicta^l hy Maxwell equatitais. AI^, e^ is per- 
peidiculartoha, ascanbereadaiy vKrifi«LIn(Ai7)-(A19).tte 
cooidinate transfotmatitMi matrix H is given hy (A29), shown at 
die top etf the following imge, and e and # d^K$te die polar aiMl 
azimutfial angles along die in^mal bias field direction. Urat is, 
S„ = (sln©«s#, anesin#,cme)^.'nier^He,wl^ie3, 
ha. aid k„, a = 1,2,3,4, sm known fiom (A5), and fi<«n 
(A1?)-(A:»), die r-matrix of die ferrite layer can dien be caloi- 
1^ using (2). TT^ T-matrix can IM cdcuto^ fam d«s T-ma- 
trix by using (1). 
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TITLE: ELECTRONICALLY CONFIGURABLE 

MICROWAVE REFLECTOR 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

5 

Not Applicable 

BACKGROUND — FIELD OF INVENTION 

10 This invention is directed to a method and a device for obtaining electronically 

configurable microwave reflector. As a direct application, the reflection beam can be 

controlled and manipulated via electronically tuning or tailoring the local electromagnetic 

parameters, and hence the surface impedance, of the reflector, performing the fimctions of 

beam steering, forming, and nulling, etc.. 

15 

BACKGROUND — DESCRIPTION OF PRIOR ART 

Microwave and millimeter-wave (MMW) devices and systems are becoming 

20   increasingly important today for both defense and commercial applications. For 

example, in the collision avoidance industries, low-profile antennas are needed providing 

electronically steerable radiations to detect and identify obstacles and protrusions in fi-ont 

of a moving vehicle. Upon navigation the receiver antennas need to follow and trace the 

motion of GPS (Global Positioning Systems) satellites so as to continuously monitor and 

25   report their positions. Also, there is a need to create radiation nulls along certain spatial 

directions for an antenna transmitter/receiver to warrant secure and covert 

communications. Other applications can be found in target searching/tracking radars, 

satellite communication systems, and TV program broadcasting antennas installed with a 

civiUan jet carrier. 

30 

In a phased array system it is possible to include frequency-agile materials 

(varactors, ferroelectrics, and ferrites) to tune and adjust the phase and amplitude of each 
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individual element so as to compose and tailor the overall radiation into a desirable 

pattern. However, beam forming in this manner is costly; depending on the speed, 

frequency, and angle of steering, each phase-shifting element can cost as much as $1,000, 

and in a system containing 10,000 elements, the cost of the antenna array system can be 

5   formidable. Pov^er dissipation is another consideration, since amplifiers are used following 

each of the phase shifting processes to compensate signal propagation loss, or insertion 

loss. To avoid overheating, water cooling is, therefore, often required in a large phased 

array system. 

10 A radiation beam can also be steered via mechanical means, as commonly observed 

for a traffic radar installed at the airports. However, steering in this manner is slow, 

suffering from potential mechanical breakdowns. To incorporate free rotation, the antenna 

take up considerable space and the shape of the antenna is not conformal. As such, it is 

unlikely to apply a mechanically rotating radar in a body moving at high speed. 

15 

A reflect-array antenna operates in the same manner as an optical grating device: 

The reflected beam is constructed coherently from each of the array elements according to 

its reflection phase and electric path [Berry, D.G., et al, IEEE Transaction Antennas and 

Propagation, vol.11, pp.645-651, 1963]. Therefore, by adjusting the phase and/or electric 

20 path of the reflecting elements the overall beam construction can be controlled and 

manipulated, not only in its reflection direction, but also in its geometric shape, for 

example, beam width, side-lobe locations, and nulling directions. 

In this invention specific reflect-array antennas are disclosed, electronically 

25   configuring the elements for desired electromagnetic properties thereby providing beam- 

steering/beam-forming/beam-nulling capabilities. No amplifier is required and hence the 

problem of power dissipation is minimized. The reflector has a low profile containing no 

parts for mechanical rotation. The response time is fast and its fabrication is inexpensive. 

30 Accordingly, it is an objective of the invention to address one or more of the 

foregoing disadvantages or drawbacks of the prior art, and to provide such improved 

method and device to obtain microwave beam-steering/beam-forming/beam-nulling 
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capabilities, permitting fast response with economy without requiring the use of 

mechanical parts for rotation and amplifiers for signal propagation-loss compensation. 

Other objects will be apparent to one of ordinary skill, in light of the following 

5   disclosure, including the claims. 

SUMMARY 

10 In one aspect, the invention discloses a method and a device for microwave beam- 

steering/beam-forming/beam-nuUing using a reflector whose electromagnetic parameters 

can be locally tuned or varied via electronic means. As a consequence, the reflection beam 

is constructed as superposition fi-om all of the points, or elements, on the reflector surface 

whose phases and amplitudes presume pre-determined values. The overall shape of the 

15   reflection beam can thus be composed into a desirable pattern. 

In another aspect, the invention discloses a method and a device capable of locally 

changing the electromagnetic properties of a microwave reflector surface. The electric bias 

circuit, whose dimension compares much smaller than the wavelength of radiation, is 

20   embedded in the ground plane. A frequency-agile layer, for example, a ferroelectric layer, 

is placed in close proximity to the bias circuit so that the dielectric constant of the layer 

can be locally adjusted via the bias circuit. As such, the bias circuit is invisible to the 

incident microwave signal, and the ground plane plus the ferroelectric layer reflect the 

incident signal with locally varying surface impedance. 

25 

In another aspect, the invention discloses a method and a device capable of 

supplying additional inductance to a microwave reflector surface achieving optimal 

performance. For each surface element, device response may be simulated using a RCL 

circuit. For optimal performance the resonance frequency of the RCL circuit is devised 

30   close to the fi-equency of application. As such, the local surface impedance of the reflector 

shows a critical dependence on the bias voltage, resulting in fast phase tuning and rapid 

steering of the reflection beam. Inductance can be added to the system by depositing 
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isolated metal spots or patches on the reflector surface, aUhough the bias circuit itself, 

which is electrically isolated fi-om the ground plane, is effective in supplying inductance. 

Alternative, ferrite components (particle composites and/or multilayers, etc.) may be used 

as the inductive elements. 

5 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding of the nature and objectives of the present 

10   invention, reference is to be made to the following detailed description and accompanying 

drawings, which, though not to scale, illustrate the principles of the invention, and in 

which 

FIG. 1 shows one example of a reflector surface viewed from behind whose surface 

15   impedance can be locally changed via electronic means. Four bias-circuits are shown 

embedded in the ground plane showing electric isolation. The bias-circuits are connected 

to four bias voltages which can be adjusted independently. A frequency-agile material is 

placed on top of the ground plane whose dielectric constant can be locally varied via the 

bias circuits. 

20 

25 

FIG.2 shows the front view of the same example of FIG. 1. In FIG.2 metal patches, 

in the form of discs, are deposited on the top surface of the frequency-agile material, 

providing additional inductance to the reflector surface to achieve optimal performance. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

REFERENCE NT JMF.RALS IN DRAWINGS 

001 Reflector Device 

30   100 Ground Plane 

101, 102, 103, 104 Bias Circuit for 4 Surface Elements 

200 Frequency-Agile Material (Slab) 
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311,312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319 Metal Patch (on Surface Element 1) 

321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329 Metal Patch (on Surface Element 2) 

331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339 Metal Patch (on Surface Element 3) 

341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349 Metal Patch (on Surface Element 4) 

5 

PREFERRED HMBODIMENT: BACK VIEW — FTG 1 

FIG.l shows an example of the preferred embodiment of the invention viewed 

10   from behind the reflector device 001. In FIG. 1 ground plane 100 is deployed on the back 

side of a frequency-agile material 200 whose dielectric constant, or electric permittivity, 

can be varied by applying a bias electric field. To be explicit, the frequency-agile material 

200 can be a piece of ferroelectric slab, or in combination with other dielectric/magnetic 

layers (including air). Slot-windows are cut on the ground plane 100 within which electric 

15   bias circuits 101,102,103,104 are allocated showing electric isolation fi-om the ground 

plane 100. That is, electric bias circuit 101 is biased by a vohage Vi in reference to the 

ground plane 100, electric bias circuit 102 is biased by a vohage Vj in reference to the 

ground plane 100, electric bias circuit 103 is biased by a voltage V3 in reference to the 

ground plane 100, and electric bias circuit 104 is biased by a voltage V4 in reference to 

20   the ground plane 100. The bias field, or electric flux lines, is generated in the vicinity 

of the window-slot regions separating the bias circuits 101,102,103,104 from the 

ground plane 100, leaking into the frequency-agile material 200, thereby influencing or 

affecting the dielectric constant, or electric permittivity, there. 

25 Thus, the reflector device 001 of FIG. 1 is divided m four regions, called 

surface elements, whose effective dielectric constants, or electric permittivities, are 

determined or controlled by the bias voltage V„ Vj, V3, and V4. Although 4 surface 

elements are illustrated in FIG.l, the surface elements can take any number, depending 

on the need of the device application: the narrower the reflection beam width, the 

30   larger the number of surface elements required. The bias circuit 101,102,103,104 can 

assume other geometries, not necessarily to be that shown in FIG.l. For example, the 
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spiral geometry is also considered to be effective. By using the printing-circuit 

techniques, the ground plane 100 and the bias circuits 101,102,103,104 can be readily 

fabricated on the back side of the frequency-agile material 200 in a cost effective 

manner. 

5 

The fine detail of the bias circuits 101,102,103,104 is invisible to the 

microwave signals incident fl-om the front side of the reflector device 001, assuming 

the width of the slot windows cut on the ground plane 100 to be much smaller than the 

wavelength of the radiation. That is, meshes on the ground plane 100 will not be seen 

10   by the radiation if the dimension of the mesh holes is small compared to the 

wavelength. Thus, the incident wave is reflated by the ground plane 100 experiencing 

locally different dielectric constants, or electric permittivities, impressed on the 

adjacent dielectric matching layer, say, the frequency-agile material 200, resulting in 

steering/forming/nulling of the reflection beam in a desired manner. 

15 

PREFERRRD KMRODIMENT: FRONT VTRW — FTO 7 

FIG.2 shows the front view of the same reflector device 001 shown in FIG. 1. In 

20   FIG.2 metal patches 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319 are deposited on the 

front side of surface element 1 of the frequency-agile material 200, metal patches 321, 

322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329 are deposited on the front side of surface 

element 2 of the frequency-agile material 200, metal patches 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 

336, 337, 338, 339 are deposited on the front side of surface element 3 of the 

25   frequency-agile material 200, and metal patches 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 

348, 349 are deposited on the front side of surface element 4 of the frequency-agile 

material 200. These metal patches can also be fabricated using printing circuit 

techniques. They may assume different geometries, so long as their dimension is much 

smaller than the wavelength and they are electrically isolated from each other. 

30 

To optimally operate the reflector device 001 we expect that the surface 
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impedances of the four surface elements shown in FIGs.l and 2 depend critically on the 

bias voltages Vj, Vj, V3, and V4. That is, when the electromagnetic response from each 

of the surface elements is modeled by a RCL circuit, we would hope the resonant 

frequency of the circuits, co, = (LC)', to be close to the applied frequency, (»)„, so that 

5   a slight change in C, or in the bias voltage, results in a sensitive change in the circuit 

impedance, Z = (R* + jcoC +l/jwL)"'. This requires (additional) inductance to be 

incorporated into the surface elements, as prescribed by the application frequency w„. 

For this purpose metal patches, 311, 312, 313, -, 347, 348, 349 are thus introduced in 

the surface elements 1 to 4 shown in FIG.2. We note that it is the surface impedance 

10   that is responsible for the change in the reflection phase for each of the surface 

elements. 

Additional inductance is introduced via metal patches 311, 312, 313, -, 347, 

348, 349 due to the added eddy currents [H. How, et al, IEEE Antennas and 

15   Propagation Symposium Digest, pp. 1208, May 1990]. We note that inductance is also 

added to the surface elements by the four bias circuits 101, 102, 103, 104, shown in 

FIG. 1. The effective permittivity and permeability of the surface elements are denoted 

as (e^, ^1), (€2, ^2), (Ssi /t3)s and (£4, ^4), for the four surface elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 

respectively. Although in FIG.2 we have assumed equal amount of inductance, or the 

20   same number of identical metal patches, for each of the four surface elements, this is 

not necessary. For example, to synthesize a large diffraction angle, ^1, H2, Hs, and ^4 

assume very different values so as to generate high-order grating effects. In FIG.2 we 

have included isolated metal patches, 311, 312, 313, -, 347, 348, 349, to furnish 

inductance. Alternatively, ferrite components can be used for the same purpose. For 

25   example, the frequency-agile material 200 may contain ferrite particles or multiple 

dielectric/magnetic layers as metamaterials. 

CONCLUSIONS 

30 

The present invention discloses a method that allows the local surface 
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impedance of a microwave reflector to vary with the impressed bias electric fields, 

enabling the overall reflection phase and amplitude to be composed in a desirable 

manner. The bias circuits are enclosed with the ground plane maintaining mutual 

electric isolation, and a frequency-agile material is used in contact with the ground 

5   plane. Thus, by varying the bias voltages, the local dielectric constant of the frequency 

agile material is changed, resulting in changes in the local surface impalance. The bias 

circuits are invisible to the incident microwave signal, since their dimensions are much 

smaller than the wavelength of the radiation. Additional inductance can be included by 

introducing metal patches and/or ferrite particles in the reflector system, 

10 

The present invention discloses a device that a frequency-agile layer is deposited 

with a ground plane in which electric bias circuits are included maintaining electric 

isolation from the ground plane. By applying a bias voltage to the bias circuit in 

reference to the ground plane a local electric field is established so as to affect the 

15   dielectric constant of the frequency-agile layer nearby. This results in changes in the 

local surface impedance of the reflector device. Thus, when a microwave signal is 

incident upon the reflector from the other side of the frequency-agile layer, it penetrates 

into the layer experiencing different phase changes at local sites, reflected by the 

ground plane, re-composing after transmission, performing beam forming, beam 

20   steering, and beam nulling functions for overall reflection. 

The scope of the invention should be determined by the appended claims and their 

legal equivalent, rather than by the examples given. It is also understood that the 

following claims are to cover all generic and specific features of the invention 

25   described herein, and all statements of the scope of the invention which, as a matter of 

language, might be said to fall there between. 
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CLAIMS 

We claim: 

5 LA method of locally varying and controlling the electromagnetic properties 

of a reflector device, comprising: 

incorporating a plural of electric bias circuits embedded in, and kept in 

electric isolation with, the ground plane of said reflector device; 

incorporating a frequency-agile material placed in close proximity to said 

10 ground plane and said bias circuits whose dielectric constant can be changed 

via the local bias field impressal nearby, 

wherein by adjusting the bias voltages applied to said electric bias circuits in 

reference to said ground plane local surface impedance of said reflector 

device can be varied and controlled, resulting in reflection of the incident 

15 electromagnetic signal in a pre-determined manner. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein electrically isolated metal spots or 

patches are introduced into said reflector device to locally control the 

amount of inductance to affect said local surface impedance. 

20 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein ferrite components are introduced into 

said reflector device to locally control the amount of inductance to 

affect said local surface impedance. 

25 4.     The method of claim 2 wherein said metal spots or patches are 

much smaller in dimension than the wavelength of said incident 

electromagnetic signal. 

5.     The method of claim 1 wherein in accommodating said electric bias 

30 circuits said ground plane is cut into slot windows with widths much 

smaller than the wavelength of said incident electromagnetic signal. 
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6.     The method of claim 1 wherein said local surface impedance is devised 

near resonance of an effective RCL circuit. 

5 7.     The method of claim 1 wherein said frequency-agile material includes 

a ferroelectric layer. 

8.     An electronically configurable reflector device capable of providing local 

adjustment of its surface impedance, comprising: 

10 (A) a frequency-agile layer whose dielectric constant can be changed by 

applying a local electric bias field; 

(B) a ground plane on one side of said frequency-agile layer with slot-cut 

windows of pre-determined geometries; 

(C) a plural of electric bias circuits in the form of metal patches or metal 

15 strips placed in said slot-cut windows of said ground plane maintaining 

mutual electric isolation, 

wherein, by applying bias voltages to said bias circuits in reference to said 

ground plane with pre-determined magnitudes, an electromagnetic signal 

incident from the other side of said frequency-agile layer of said reflector 

20 device opposing to said ground plane and said electric bias circuits is 

reflected by said ground plane, experiencing different local surface 

impedance of said reflector device, performing beam steering, beam 

forming, and/or beam nulling functions in a desirable manner. 

25 9.     The electronically configurable reflector device of claim 8 wherein said 

slot-cut windows in said ground plane are much smaller in dimension 

than the wavelength of said electromagnetic signal. 

10.   The electronically configurable reflector device of claim 8 wherein said 

30 frequency-agile layer includes a ferroelectric component. 
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11. The electronically configurable reflector device of claim 8 wherein 

electrically isolated metal patches or spots are introduced with said 

frequency-agile layer contributing additional inductance to the 

performance of said reflector device. 

12. The electronically configurable reflector device of claim 8 wherein 

ferrite components are introduced with said frequency-agile layer 

contributing additional inductance to the performance of said reflector 

device. 

13. The electronically configurable reflector device of claim 8 wherein said 

reflector device assumes a planar geometry. 

14.   The electronically configurable reflector device of claim 8 wherein said 

15 reflector device assumes the geometry of a parabola. 

10 
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ELECTRONICALLY CONHGURABLE 

MICROWAVE REFLECTOR 

Abstract: Disclosed is a method and a device for obtaining local adjustment of the 

5   surface impedance of a microwave reflector. The adjustment is accomplished via 

electronic means. That is, the reflector is made of frequency-agile material whose 

dielectric constant can be changed by applying a bias electric field. By inserting the 

bias circuits within the ground plane maintaining mutual electric isolation, surface 

impalance of the reflector devi(» can thus been locally varied. Additional inductance is 

10   added to the reflector system by introducing electrically isolated metal spots and/or 

metal patches. The device operates near an inductor-capacitor resonance so that the 

surface impedance varies sensitively with the bias voltages. The reflector assumes a low 

profile whose fabrication is compatible with the printing-circuit techniques. It requires 

no mechanical parts and hence it is operational at high speed. The reflector device 

15   performs the following functions: beam forming, beam steering, and beam nulling. 
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